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 ORG & .NET project you care about! <a href="">The Great Escape,</a> an international and professional documentary series
on the topic of entrepreneurship, produced in Great Britain by Chris, Ingrid and Gavin Tompsett of Friends Worldwide
Productions. <a href="">The Great Escape,</a> an international and professional documentary series on the topic of

entrepreneurship, produced in Great Britain by Chris, Ingrid and Gavin Tompsett of Friends Worldwide Productions. For years,
many countries have gone through dark ages of inactivity while others have risen to the challenge. However, for reasons unclear,

many countries remain socially and economically stagnant. "One of the reasons for these challenges is the lack of start-up
funding for new business ideas. It is as though the government has banned businesses from being created. But if you can't find

start up capital, how can you get going? "This is why friends from the UK are touring their country speaking about the potential
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of entrepreneurship. They are bringing information and entertainment to audiences in an effort to share their passion with those
who don't usually have access to such activities. "This series will show how other countries around the world are embracing

ideas and innovation, and will highlight how entrepreneurs can grow and thrive in their own nations. While going through what
they have gone through, they will also be promoting the notion of entrepreneurship through hosting launch events, and by telling

their stories through a professional, yet personal, format." For just $1 you can get involved, and help the team build a better
world. "Underneath the veneer of highly-developed countries, we are still fighting the same battles. We have the same problems
and we have the same methods to solve them. All the statistics are there, and they are scary. But we should not lose sight of the
fact that there are many developing nations who are thriving, and who are solving their problems in innovative and smart ways.
"This will be the story of how they are overcoming the challenges of developing economies, and how they can be the beacon of
light for those who follow. "This project has been in development for the last three years and it would not have been possible

without the support of the team at the IEF. 82157476af
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